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Message from
Daniel E. Chornous

CIO, RBC Global Asset Management

We are pleased to share our 2017 Annual Report, which highlights our recent activities, progress and achievements regarding
our commitment to responsible investment. RBC Global Asset Management (RBC GAM) continues to believe that integrating
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues into our investment process is part of our fiduciary duty and will enhance
the long term performance of our portfolios.
We were encouraged by the scores obtained from our second annual Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) Transparency
Report, as we feel they reflect the progress we have made in recent years across RBC GAM to embed ESG considerations into our
investment process. The PRI assesses signatories’ approaches to the Principles and we were pleased with our strong results.
Specifically, the PRI gave our overall “Strategy & Governance” and “Listed Equity – Active Ownership” modules scores of A+. We
were awarded with a score of A in every other category reported, with the exception of one where we were given a score of B.
During 2017, numerous trends and developments emerged within the field of corporate governance and responsible investment
that will likely continue to influence the investment industry moving forward. For example, issues regarding board gender diversity,
executive compensation and climate-related investment risk and opportunity were prominent throughout the year. We monitor
these trends closely in order to ensure that we remain at the forefront of best practices and are able to meet the evolving
expectations of our clients. Over the past year, we have made significant headway in achieving our responsible investment
objectives and we will continue to strive to enhance our investment processes and actively engage with our investee companies.
In addition to this Annual Report, we invite you to visit our Corporate Governance & Responsible Investment website at
rbcgam.com/CGRI where you will find additional highlights of our responsible investment achievements.
Daniel E. Chornous, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
RBC Global Asset Management
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2017 Highlights
2017 saw RBC GAM1 further embed ESG considerations into our investment process. In the past year, we
have continued to build upon the foundations of our ESG integration strategy, as demonstrated in part by the
activities highlighted below.
Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI)
In March 2017, RBC GAM filed our second annual Principles
of Responsible Investment (PRI) Transparency Report. The PRI
assesses signatories’ approaches to the Principles and we were
pleased with our strong results. Specifically, the PRI gave our
overall “Strategy & Governance” and “Listed Equity – Active
Ownership” modules scores of A+. We were awarded with a
score of A in every other category reported, with the exception
of one where we were given a score of B. Although the scores
we have obtained in the past two years have been strong, we
have undergone a thorough review of our assessment and
are constantly looking to implement and improve upon best
practices, positioning us to best apply the Principles.

Investor Stewardship Group (ISG)
RBC GAM is a founding member of the Investor Stewardship
Group (ISG). Founded in 2017, the ISG is a collective of
institutional investors brought together to establish the
Framework for U.S. Stewardship and Governance.
Backed by a group of 50 U.S. and international investors
with roughly $22 trillion in assets, the Framework articulates
six principles that the ISG believes are fundamental to good
corporate governance at U.S. listed companies. It also sets
out a set of fundamental stewardship responsibilities for
institutional investors.

Canadian 30% Club Investor Group
In September 2017, RBC GAM joined a collective of Canada’s
largest institutional investors known as the Canadian 30%
Club Investor Group. The group’s objective, as articulated
in its Statement of Intent, is to achieve a minimum of 30%
women on the boards and at the executive management level
of S&P/TSX Composite Index companies by 2022.
This commitment is consistent with our proxy voting and
engagement records on the subject of board diversity. We
continue to identify scenarios where we would potentially
withhold votes from directors due to inadequate board
diversity and policies on board diversity, and we encourage

boards to publicly adopt a guideline to achieve 30% or more
female participation on the board.
Engagement on this topic has been positive to date as
companies increasingly recognize the value of board
diversity. Our membership in the Canadian 30% Club
Investor Group further solidifies our commitment to
advance this important issue.

ESG Integration
Our investment teams continue to develop and fine-tune their
respective ESG integration processes. Beyond providing the
teams with access to the data and reports from ESG research
providers, RBC GAM has taken further steps to assist our
investment teams by delivering meaningful, ESG-related
material that is easily accessible.
This year, the Corporate Governance & Responsible
Investment group (CGRI) developed a process to provide our
investment teams with more notice of upcoming voting issues
in advance of an issuer’s upcoming meeting. This process has
enabled us to streamline the voting review process and foster
deeper discussions on voting issues.
In order for our engagement efforts to be effective, we believe
that meaningful monitoring of objectives, discussions and
progress is required. Consequently, in 2017, we continued to
develop the tracking capabilities of our ESG engagements. By
expanding our monitoring capabilities, we have positioned
ourselves to better track issuer progress, commitments, gaps
and opportunities. ESG engagement will continue to be a key
focus for us in 2018, as we believe it is an invaluable way to
improve our proxy voting and investment decisions.
Between the release of the Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosure’s (TCFD) Recommendations Report,
developments on governmental commitments to reduce the
harmful effects of climate change, and increased shareholder
proposals on the subject, climate change emerged as a
notable point of interest for investors in 2017. RBC GAM has
been assessing and working with carbon data for several

1
In this report, references to RBC GAM include one or more of the following: RBC Global Asset Management Inc. (including Phillips, Hager & North Investment Management), RBC Global Asset Management
(U.S.) Inc., RBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited RBC Investment Management (Asia) Limited.
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years, and our investigation on how to best integrate carbon
data into our investment process intensified in the past year.
We thoroughly reviewed publicly available carbon emissions
data, especially from dedicated service providers, to better
understand how we can use the data to identify and quantify
climate-related investment risks and opportunities. This
process has assisted in identifying the optimal means to
provide our investment teams and clients with material,
reliable carbon data for their consideration.
This year, as part of our ESG integration efforts, we plan
to look at climate-related issues more broadly and how to
identify and assess relevant investment-related risks and
opportunities related to them.

Proxy Voting Guidelines
In order to consistently vote our shares in the best interests
of our clients, we annually update the RBC GAM Proxy Voting
Guidelines. In 2017, we further enhanced our guidelines to
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reflect emerging best practices in corporate governance. For
instance, we updated our guidelines to provide our view on
gender diversity on boards, formally encouraging boards to
adopt a guideline to achieve 30% female board representation.
This addition served to complement our existing guideline
requiring at least one female director on a board or a formal
diversity policy designed to increase the gender diversity of the
board. In addition, we added to our comprehensive guidelines
on compensation, providing new detail on our approach to
remuneration for directors, executives and within equity plans.
Executive compensation practices continue to evolve and remain
a significant focus in our corporate governance assessments.
For 2018, we anticipate that our main focus will be to further
develop our guidelines on board diversity and shareholder
proposals related to climate change and to add additional criteria
to our guidelines on executive compensation to help us identify
practices that fail to sufficiently connect pay to performance.
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Socially Responsible Investing: Fossil Fuel Free
RBC GAM strives to provide our clients with products that
meet their unique investment concerns. We manage a range
of socially responsible investing (SRI) strategies and these
strategies employ two main methods to align the portfolios
with SRI principles: exclusionary screens, which exclude certain
controversial industries altogether; and qualitative “best-ofsector” screening whereby companies are compared to their
industry peers based on ESG practices.
The Global Equity Fossil Fuel Free strategy is the newest part
of our suite of SRI strategies. The strategy invests primarily in

2

equity securities of companies that operate in different countries
around the world while avoiding companies that are directly
involved in extracting, processing or transporting coal, oil or
natural gas or those included in ‘The Carbon Underground 200’
– a list of the “top global 200 publicly-owned coal, oil, and gas
reserve owners ranked by the carbon emissions embedded in
their reserves.”2
In particular, the strategy focuses on climate change and
policy response, business models that may be considered
unsustainable, allocating capital to extractive industries, and
the potential financial risks of stranded assets.

Fossil Free Indexes™. The Carbon Underground 200™. http://fossilfreeindexes.com/research/the-carbon-underground.
5

Responsible Investing: The Evolution of Ownership
In 2017, we published our second annual Responsible
Investing survey, Responsible Investing: The Evolution of
Ownership. This survey of institutional asset owners and
investment consultants from the U.S., Europe and Canada
explored the respondents’ attitudes towards responsible
investing and ESG integration.

ESG is a global phenomenon
A full 67% of global respondents use ESG
principles as part of their investment approach.
By region, more investors in Europe (85%)
than in Canada (73%) and the U.S. (49%)
incorporate ESG analysis.
Mandates (or lack of them) are key
The main reason (51%) given by institutional
investors who do not incorporate ESG analysis
is the lack of requirements to do so from their
boards of directors. The other most commonly
cited reasons are an unclear value proposition,
and their strict preference for financial analysis.
Interestingly, the inverse of these reasons
was given by those who have adopted ESG they do it for the clear value proposition, their
preference for multiple analytical factors in the
investment process, and to comply with a clear
board-level mandate or investment guidelines.
ESG analysis as an investment tool
32% of global respondents said they do not
consider the use of ESG factors to be a way
to mitigate risk in their portfolios, while 20%
are unsure. Forty-six percent do not consider
ESG factors to be an alpha source and 30%
are unsure. This uncertainty opens up an
opportunity for investment managers who
utilize ESG analysis as they compete to create
value for their clients.

The survey’s results were insightful, revealing some data
points that confirmed our general observations and others
that ran counter to our initial perceptions. Some of the broader
global highlights include:

Poor information quality
For institutional investors who employ ESG
criteria, a majority across all regions of the
survey are not satisfied with the disclosure of
ESG metrics provided by corporations. U.S. and
Canadian investors prefer to allow shareholder
proposals do the work of improving disclosure.
European investors prefer that government
regulators require it.
Gender diversity
A large majority of institutional investors in
every region polled said gender diversity on
corporate boards is important to them - 71% in
the U.S., 80% in Canada and 68% in Europe.
As with disclosure of ESG metrics, European
investors prefer that government regulators
require gender diversity; investors in the U.S.
strongly prefer market forces to regulation;
Canadian investors’ preference is split between
shareholder initiatives and market forces.
Changing corporate behaviour
Within the context of the Fossil Fuel Free
movement, only 6% of global respondents
said that divestment was more effective
than engagement. In the U.S. and Canada,
engagement is viewed as more effective than
divestment. One-third of Europeans agree,
but the same number view divestment and
engagement to be equally effective. On the
topic of exclusions more broadly, 48% of
European respondents view negative screens
as applicable across investor types; less than a
third of U.S. and Canadian respondents agreed.

A full copy of the report and the survey data is available on the Corporate Governance & Responsible Investment
page at rbcgam.com/CGRI.
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Engagement and collaborative initiatives
RBC GAM continues to leverage direct and collaborative engagement on ESG issues to improve our proxy voting
and investment decisions. In 2017, we continued to develop our engagement program and engaged on issues
ranging from cybersecurity to board gender diversity.
Direct Engagements
Our direct engagements with investee companies on ESG
issues can provide valuable insights that impact our proxy
voting and investment decisions. On an ongoing basis, we
evaluate opportunities for meaningful engagements that will
benefit our clients.
We continue to see an uptick in the number of issuers
proactively reaching out to us in order to engage on ESG issues.
Some issuers now carry out ESG engagement roadshows,
making it part of their ongoing shareholder communication to
provide updates on their practices or ask for feedback on their
progress. Similarly, issuers continue to seek direct engagement
on proxy voting issues, often in response to a negative vote
recommendation from proxy service providers. We encourage
companies to engage with investors on ESG issues and continue
to develop our capabilities to target and proactively engage
with companies on material topics. Although the breadth of ESG
topics we engaged on in 2017 is wide, below is a summary
of some notable engagement efforts from the past year:

§§
We engaged with a Canadian energy company on its progress
across multiple ESG areas, partially prompted by the recent
retirement of its CEO. Historically, we have supported the
company’s advisory say-on-pay through our proxy votes.
However, although the executive compensation plan was
adequate, it did possess some negative features and often
required the use of discretion from the compensation
committee to reduce the total amount of executive pay to
reasonable levels aligned with stock price performance –
often a sign of poor plan structure. Consequently, we were
pleased to see that the company intends to place a greater
emphasis on total shareholder return in its performance
metrics and recognized that the existing plan had flaws that
led to excessive pay. Further, the company’s introduction of
a clawback provision is aligned with best practices and we
look forward to reviewing the revised terms of the plan once
they are disclosed.
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In addition, we were encouraged by the company’s
commitment to both board renewal and increasing gender
diversity on the board. During our engagement, they outlined
their search for new directors and discussed their decision
to establish a board gender diversity target of 30% female
participation by 2020. We were particularly impressed by the
board’s understanding of the need to refresh the company’s
board over time in order to diversify the skill set of directors
while also improving gender diversity.
§§
We engaged with a Canadian gold miner on both its board
diversity and its stock option plan. The company reached
out to our investment team after learning of our policy
to withhold votes from the election of directors on key
committees in the event that there were no women on the
board and the company lacked an adequate policy on board
diversity. After communicating our views, the company
committed to adopting a gender diversity policy by its
next AGM. With this commitment in mind, our Proxy Voting
Committee decided to support the impacted director’s
election. Regarding the company’s equity compensation
plan, we determined that it employed too many concerning
features, including the accelerated vesting of awards, the
grant of options to non-executive directors, and the use of
a rolling feature (which contributes to excess dilution). The
company made improvements to its plan but maintains
that many of the negative features were required to
attract talent at a company of its size. Although we will
consider the unique circumstances of small-cap companies
when assessing equity compensation plans, the plan’s
shortcomings were too significant to warrant our support.
We will continue to monitor the plan moving forward and
look forward to continued engagements with the company
on this issue.
§§
Our Emerging Markets Equity team engaged with
companies in Taiwan and China on the subject of corporate
sustainability disclosure. Given the companies’ status as
globally-recognized franchises, the team found disclosure
in these areas to be particularly inadequate. The team
advocated for improved corporate sustainability disclosure
and will continue to monitor the companies’ progress.
§§
Our Global Equity team engaged with a Hotels, Restaurants
& Leisure company on its carbon data disclosure. Consistent
with the firm’s increased focus on climate change, the
Global Equity team continues to refine its focus on carbon
data and noticed consistent misreporting of the company’s
greenhouse gas emissions data by service providers. The
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misreporting of emissions data can have various downstream
effects as investors increasingly integrate climate change
considerations into their investment processes. For
instance, misreported data could potentially exclude the
company from climate-focused or ESG-related indices or
investors’ investable universe, resulting in a potential loss
of capital. The company was unaware of this issue and has
committed to address it.
§§
Our European Equity team engaged with an Italian Industrials
company on the topics of leadership succession and employee
development programs. The family-owned company has
an aging CEO who plans to pass on his duties to his son
in due course. A clear succession plan is a key component
of consistent and sustainable results, especially at familyowned companies. With respect to the company’s overall
approach to employee development, the company
has strong programs in place to develop its existing
employees’ skills and has also demonstrated that it
is well-positioned to recruit top graduates in Italy.
Although these examples provide only a snapshot of
RBC GAM’s ESG engagement activities for the year, they
demonstrate the level to which ESG engagement is integrated
into our investment teams’ investment processes. For 2018,
we plan to focus some of our engagement efforts on issues
related to climate change, starting discussions with issuers
for which the effects of climate change might pose a material
risk to their operations or where their disclosure, policies and
practices lag behind those of their peers.

Advisory Committee for PRI-coordinated
engagement on Cyber Security
Cyber security has gained widespread attention in recent
years and 2017 was no different. As corporations are
becoming increasingly dependent on technology, companies
must demonstrate their capacity and preparedness to address
cyber security threats.
As a member of the PRI-coordinated Cyber Security
Engagement Group, RBC GAM collaboratively engaged with
target companies viewed to be particularly susceptible to
cyber security threats by committee members. In 2017, the
committee sent letters notifying a select group of companies
of its concerns and has engaged directly with those
companies on the issue.
As this issue gains prominence, we expect it will become a
greater focus of our engagement efforts. Cyber security has
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become a material risk in many sectors and through targeted
engagements with issuers, we hope to understand evolving
best practices, identify potential risks and better understand
how investee companies are addressing them.

RBC GAM also participates in CCGG’s policy initiatives
designed to encourage issuers to adopt governance best
practices. We actively support CCGG’s ongoing, multi-year
initiatives to improve shareholder rights, including:

Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG)

§§
encouraging companies, who have not yet done so, to adopt
majority voting policies

Representing the interests of institutional investors,
CCGG promotes good governance practices in Canadian
public companies. It also seeks to improve the regulatory
environment to promote the efficiency and effectiveness
of the Canadian capital markets and align the interests of
boards and management with those of their shareholders.
RBC GAM is a founding member of CCGG and our Global
Chief Investment Officer, Daniel Chornous, is the immediate
past chair of CCGG and current vice-chair. RBC GAM is also
represented on CCGG’s Public Policy Committee.
RBC GAM is an active participant in CCGG’s collective
engagement program. In 2017, CCGG completed 44 collective
engagements, with RBC GAM directly attending several of
those engagements.
In 2017, we also actively participated in a variety of regulatory
initiatives through CCGG relating to corporate governance and
shareholder rights, including the following submissions:
§§
Submission to the Department of Finance Canada on the
Second Consultation on the Review of the Federal Financial
Sector Framework Potential Policy Measures
§§
Letter to the Prime Minister of Canada on Bill C-25 re:
Majority Voting, Diversity Disclosure and other matters
§§
Submission to the Ontario Securities Commission on its request
for comments on Draft 2017-2018 Statement of Priorities
§§
Submission to the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) re:
Comment letter on proposed TSX amendments re disclosure
of security based compensation arrangements

§§
encouraging companies to voluntarily adopt “say on pay”
advisory resolutions
§§
working to change the law to make “say on pay” mandatory
for all Canadian companies

Collaborative Initiatives
Council of Institutional Investors
As a member of the Council of Institutional Investors (CII),
RBC GAM looks for opportunities to contribute to the
advancement of corporate governance practices in the
markets in which we are invested.
For example, in November, we continued to support the
CII’s efforts to engage with the United States House of
Representatives regarding the detrimental effects of pending
legislation regarding proxy advisory firms by signing on to
its letter to the Committee on Financial Services. This letter
follows a September 2016 letter highlighted in our 2016 Annual
Report, available at rbcgam.com. We believe that H.R. 4015, the
“Corporate Governance Reform and Transparency Act of 2017,”3
and similar language which was incorporated in Subtitle Q of
Title IV of H.R. 10, “the Financial CHOICE Act”4 has the potential
to compromise the independence of proxy advisory firms and
limit the efficacy and distribution of their research. We remain
concerned that the legislation wrongfully interprets key facets
of the role and influence of proxy advisory firms and will
continue to monitor this situation closely.

§§
Submission to the House of Commons of Canada Standing
Committee on Industry, Science and Technology re:
Amendments to the Canada Business Corporations Act
proposed in Part 1 of Bill C-25
§§
Submission to the Supreme Court of Canada re: CCGG’s
Intervener Factum in Livent Inc. vs Deloitte LLP

3
4

H.R. 4015, 115th Cong. (2017), https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/hr4015/BILLS-115hr4015ih.pdf
H.R. 10, 115th Cong. (2017), https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/hr10/BILLS-115hr10rfs.pdf
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Proxy voting
How we voted5,6

Proxy voting is an integral aspect of our engagement program
and an important tool to add value to the portfolios we
manage. In order to execute our votes in the best interests of
our clients, we have adopted custom RBC GAM Proxy Voting
Guidelines which outline our expectations for best practices
relating to ESG issues that are subject to a shareholder vote.
Each year, we evaluate our guidelines in order to ensure that
we remain at the forefront of corporate governance and active
ownership, and we have dedicated personnel whose primary
responsibility is to oversee and manage the proxy voting for
all of our funds. Any unusual circumstances or controversial
ballot items are discussed with our investment teams and any
controversial voting decisions or potential conflicts of interest
are escalated to our Proxy Voting Committee.

Below is a snapshot of our voting in 2017.
Summary of overall voting statistics
Canada

U.S.

Overseas

Total

Ballot items voted

4,016

13,460

15,372

32,848

Votes WITH
management

3,402

11,809

13,893

29,104

Votes AGAINST
management

614

1,651

1,479

3,744

15.3%

12.3%

9.6%

11.4%

% of votes AGAINST
management

Overview of our voting record by issue
Canada

U.S.

Overseas

Total

WITH

AGAINST

% AGAINST

WITH

AGAINST

% AGAINST

WITH

AGAINST

% AGAINST

WITH

AGAINST

% AGAINST

Amend or Approve Omnibus
Stock Plan

1

14

93.3%

1

358

99.7%

4

13

76.5%

6

385

98.5%

Require Independent Board
Chairman

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

35

97.2%

0

5

100.0%

1

40

97.6%

Adopt or Amend Proxy
Access Right

0

2

100.0%

2

41

95.3%

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

43

95.6%

Political Contributions and/
or Lobbying Disclosure

1

0

0.0%

4

51

92.7%

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

51

91.1%

Gender Pay Gap

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

13

92.9%

1

0

0.0%

2

13

86.7%

Report on EEO

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

8

80.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

8

80.0%

2

0

0.0%

7

26

78.8%

2

1

33.3%

11

27

71.1%

144

9

5.9%

1,011

109

9.7%

449

101

18.4%

1,604

219

12.0%

2,609

400

13.3%

8,189

669

7.6%

4,867

508

9.5%

15,665

1,577

9.1%

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

0

0.0%

536

49

8.4%

537

49

8.4%

7

0

0.0%

868

79

8.3%

38

1

2.6%

913

80

8.1%

331

30

8.3%

1,120

51

4.4%

641

23

3.5%

2,092

104

4.7%

Item category

GHG Emissions and Climate
Change
Approve Remuneration
Report or Policy
Elect Director
Approve Remuneration of
Directors
Advisory Vote on Say on Pay
Frequency
Ratify or Approve Auditors
and their Remuneration

management management management management management management management management management management management management

Note that the statistics for the ‘Adopt Proxy Access Right’ Item Category do not include 7 proposals for proxy access put forward by management. In these cases, we voted WITH management on all 7 proposals.
5

The proxy voting statistics include voting for all of RBC GAM with the exception of funds managed by BlueBay Asset Management LLP and externally managed sub-advised funds.

6

V oting statistics account for proxy votes submitted by RBC GAM and may include instances where RBC GAM’s proxy votes were rejected at the time of meeting, which may occur due to proxy voting
administration issues in foreign markets. Voting statistics exclude instances where RBC GAM intentionally did not vote due to shareblocking restrictions.
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Voting on shareholder proposals

Shareholder proposals by category

We continue to see a rise in the sophistication of shareholder
proposals. We carefully evaluate all shareholder proposals
and support those that we believe will improve a company’s
disclosure or practices without imposing unreasonable
constraints on the board and management.

19
(2%)

56
(5%)
72
(6%)

Directors’ related
Routine/Business

124
(11%)

Despite several high-profile shareholder proposal campaigns on
environmental and social topics throughout the year, governancerelated shareholder proposals were once again the most common
in 2017.

472
(43%)

174
(16%)

Other/Misc.
Health & Environment
Corporate Governance
Compensation
Social & human rights

187
(17%)

Votes “FOR” by shareholder proposal category
78%

80

Percentage of votes FOR

70
59%

60
50

48%

45%

46%

48%

40
30
18%

20
10
0

Compensation

Corporate
governance

Directors’
related

Health &
environment

Other/misc.

Routine/
business

Social &
human rights

Shareholder proposed category

Updating our Guidelines
New trends continuously emerge within corporate governance
and responsible investment and we consistently monitor these
trends in order to ensure that our votes continue to reflect
the best interests of our clients. Accordingly, we update the
RBC GAM Proxy Voting Guidelines on an annual basis in order
to capture changes in best practices, emerging trends and
historical issues that are no longer relevant.
Our 2017 Semi-Annual Report contains details of the
updates to our guidelines in 2017. The following is a
summary of those updates, along with some additional
context in notable areas.

Director Compensation
Director independence is a key tenet of corporate
governance, as lack of independence may impede a
director’s ability to provide effective, independent
oversight. Recent increases in director compensation
across all sectors signaled a need to further develop our
guideline on this issue, as increased compensation may,
in some circumstances, compromise independence. Our
updated guidelines outline factors we will consider when
evaluating director compensation. Should we deem director
compensation to be excessive or inappropriately structured,
we may withhold votes from members of the board
committee responsible for director compensation.

11

Board Diversity
Board diversity received considerable attention throughout
2017 and our guidelines on this topic created numerous
engagement opportunities. Our current guidelines require
boards to have at least one woman on the board and if they
do not, they should have a specific policy designed to improve
the gender diversity of the board. In 2017, we amended our
guidelines to specifically encourage boards to publicly adopt a
guideline of achieving 30% or more female participation on the
board, consistent with the recommendations of the 30% Club.
As we look towards updating our custom voting guidelines
for 2018, we envision further enhancing our guidelines on
this important issue by calling on those boards with no
female directors to disclose a specific target for achieving
better gender diversity of their board.
Gender Pay Equality
In response to recent shareholder proposal campaigns
requesting further disclosure on firms’ policies and goals to
reduce any gender pay gap, we developed a guideline in 2017

12

to communicate when we may support those shareholder
proposals. Specifically, we are most concerned when
companies have inadequate disclosure on the issue, have
practices that lag behind peers’, or have historically been
involved in gender-related controversies. Although we evaluate
these proposals on a case-by-case basis, we generally support
them if they provide a well-articulated rationale and the issue is
material for the company.
Executive Compensation
As stated in our 2017 Semi-Annual Report, our evaluation of
executive compensation plans continuously evolves in order
to address emerging trends in this area. In 2017, we further
enhanced our guidelines to include additional factors we
consider when voting on say-on-pay resolutions including:
the inadequate disclosure of performance metrics, the use
of performance thresholds that fall below peer group medians
or averages, past say-on-pay vote results, and environmental
and social considerations.
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